Impact of Coral Reef Mining Pits on Nearshore Hydrodynamics and Wave Runup During Extreme Wave Events
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Abstract Small island developing states are among the most vulnerable areas to the impact of natural hazards and climate change. Flooding due to storm surges and extreme waves, coastal erosion, and salinization of freshwater lenses are already a serious threat and could lead to irreversible consequences in the coming decades. Reef flat mining is one of the most common practices to source the required material for the implementation of coastal protection measures, but concerns remain that partial removal of the protective reef could increase wave loading on the islands. However, the available data and knowledge on the effects of these mining pits are currently very limited. This study provides new insights on the effects that pits may have on nearshore hydrodynamics and wave runup. Results are based on a large numerical data set of fringing reefs, derived using the validated XBeach nonhydrostatic+ process-based model. Model results indicate that excavation pits cause a decrease in infragravity wave energy around the fundamental mode of the reef, which is partly caused by reduced wave transmission. Additionally, changes in sea and swell wave energy are attributed to reduced transmission, “a decrease” in wave dissipation, and (triad) wave–wave interaction. Furthermore, in 13% of all modeled cases, an increase in wave runup is observed, mainly due to more sea and swell wave energy reaching the shoreline. This probability is lowest for narrow pits relative to the reef flat width or pits located further from shore.

Plain Language Summary Many small island states are among the most vulnerable areas to the impacts of climate change. Additionally, flooding due to storms, coastal erosion, and loss of freshwater supply already form a serious threat. Mining of dead coral sediments from the reef flat is a common practice to source material for coastal protection works. This could potentially lead to higher waves at the coastline through the partial removal of the reef, which breaks large waves. However, the knowledge on the effects of these mining pits is currently very limited. The present study provides improved explanations on the effects that a pit may have on waves and assesses the resulting risk of flooding it poses on these islands. The results are obtained by simulating a large set of different reefs and wave conditions using a numerical model named XBeach. These show that the effect of a pit can vary significantly, but in general, a pit causes lower waves near the shoreline. At some cases, larger waves at the shoreline were found, thereby increasing the risk of flooding. This risk is the lowest for pits that are located further from the coastline, or those that have narrow width relative to the reef width.

1. Introduction

Small island developing states, and in particular low-lying nations of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, are among the most vulnerable areas to the impact of natural hazards and climate change. The impact of climate change is likely to be increasingly present for small island developing states, as some states face the possibility of losing land area due to its effects, such as coastal erosion and sea level rise (Grady et al., 2013; Storlazzi et al., 2015). Additionally, their small size and remoteness make them increasingly vulnerable to economic and ecological shocks, which is expected to increase with further urbanization and changing climate (Chui & Terry, 2013; Webb & Kench, 2010). Therefore, there is a need for adapting climate change interventions, such as coastal protection, to local capacity and access to resources (Donner & Webber, 2014; Mimura, 1999; Pelling & Uitto, 2001).
A common practice in many coral reef islands as for example in the Marshall Islands, located in the West Central Pacific Ocean, is the use of excavated lithified coral sand and fragments from the reef flats, for the implementation of coastal protection measures or other infrastructure projects (Ford et al., 2013a; Stoddart & Steers, 1977; Xue, 2001). Isolated islands can have a large dependency on reef mining, as alternatives are not economically feasible (Dulby et al., 1995). This practice has been considered as unsustainable in the past, because of slow regeneration of new coral (Smith & Collen, 2004). Moreover, coastal erosion could increase because pits can function as sediment traps (Ford, 2012; Rosti, 1990), can decrease hydrodynamic roughness (Dulby et al., 1995), and can change coastal circulation (Benedet, 2016), resulting in shoreline changes (Bender & Dean, 2003, 2004; Kelley et al., 2004).

Observations and knowledge on the impact of coral reef mining pits on nearshore waves and hydrodynamics remain very limited. A field experiment conducted at Majuro Atoll, Marshall Islands, pointed out that excavation pits on a fringing reef flat can have significant impact on nearshore wave heights and consequently on wave runup (Ford et al., 2013a). More specifically, Ford et al. (2013a) observed that, at this one reef, the excavation caused a decrease in total nearshore wave energy at the beach toe. The total wavefield was decomposed into two components, the sea-swell waves (SS; 0.04 < f < 0.4 Hz) and the infragravity waves (IG; f < 0.04 Hz). Infragravity waves are bound long waves generated in the shoaling zone by nonlinear interactions between incident SS wave components (Herbers et al., 1994; Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1962), and free long waves generated close to the reef crest via the breakpoint forcing mechanism (Péquignet et al., 2014; Pomeroy, Lowe, et al., 2012; Symonds et al., 1982). The observed decrease in wave energy at the beach due to the presence of the pit was mainly explained by a large decrease in infragravity wave energy. Additionally, it was observed that the pit caused a weaker increase in incident SS wave energy.

A numerical wave modeling study of the same reef showed that pit width and cross-shore location can influence the nearshore wave heights (Yao et al., 2016). Yao et al. (2016) also suggested that the decrease in IG wave energy due to the presence of the pit was likely caused by a modification of the two first two natural frequencies of the reef, which could have resulted from a change of the reef open basin structure (Wilson, 1953). The observed increase in SS wave energy at the shoreline was attributed to a decrease in hydrodynamic roughness by removal of the rough reef surface, as well as an increase in water depth that lead to a decrease of breaking induced dissipation (Yao et al., 2016). Payo and Muñoz-Perez (2013) argued that the observed changes in SS and IG energy could be coupled, as a decrease in wave breaking due to the presence of the excavation causes a lower transfer of wave energy from the SS to the IG wave band. Another possible explanation for the decrease in observed (IG) wave energy, which was not discussed in previous studies, is that waves propagating over a deep trench, that is, an excavation pit, are partially reflected, as was found in for instance laboratory experiments conducted by Lee and Ayer (1981).

However, the findings by Ford et al. (2013a) and Yao et al. (2016) are not applicable in a more generic sense, and are likely to change for different reef morphologies, pit designs, and wave conditions. Additionally, Yao et al. (2016) emphasized that further research is needed to understand the broad implications that mining pits can have on the coastal environment. Currently, no assessments have been made on the potential ranges of impacts that reef mining can have on nearshore hydrodynamics and wave runup, related to different reef morphologies, and in combination with different pit designs and offshore wave conditions. Pearson et al. (2017) and Quataert et al. (2015) have shown that both reef morphology and offshore forcing significantly impact nearshore hydrodynamics and wave runup. It is therefore critical to include the possible variations of these parameters in a comprehensive study in order to make more definitive conclusions on the effects of mining pits.

This study aims to generalize and make a more complete assessment of the possible impacts that reef flat mining pits can have on nearshore hydrodynamics. More specifically, this includes the impact on nearshore wave height and wave runup on the adjacent beach during extreme wave events, such as tropical cyclones and highly energetic swell, which are the major sources of flooding toward small island developing states (Giardino et al., 2018; Storlazzi et al., 2018). In particular, the open source process-based wave-resolving hydrodynamic model XBeach nonhydrostatic+ (XBnh+) was used to simulate nearshore hydrodynamics for a large range of reef geometries with and without the presence of the pit, and for different wave conditions. The resulting data set (n = 29,250 simulations) uncovers the mean and possible
ranges of impacts that pits can have on nearshore hydrodynamics, and provides valuable insights on the mechanisms that cause these changes. Moreover, it identifies for which conditions the presence of a pit could lead to higher risk of hazardous situations (i.e., increased runup) and implies possible strategies for mitigation.

The numerical model, including the most relevant input parameters, is described in section 2. The main results are presented in section 3 and discussed in section 4. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Model Description

The open-source numerical model XBeach nonhydrostatic+ (XBnh+) was used in order to simulate the nearshore hydrodynamic processes, including flooding and drying of the beach (Roelvink et al., 2009; Roelvink et al., 2018). The nonhydrostatic mode (XBnh) solves the equations of horizontal momentum and mass conservation which resolve both motions in the SS and IG band. The use of the XBnh model has been validated for gravel beaches as well as reef-type coasts (Lashley et al., 2018; McCall et al., 2014; Pearson et al., 2017; Smit et al., 2014). The XBnh+ version of the model adds a virtual pressure layer in the vertical, which improves the frequency dispersion relation in deep water. Therefore, evanescent modes occur less at locations where there are steep bathymetric gradients, such as fore reef slopes and excavation pit walls. A detailed description of the equations that are used in the XBnh+ model is included in the supporting information (see also De Ridder, 2018).

2.2. reef Schematization

The model was set up based on a one-dimensional schematized cross-shore fringing reef (see Figure 1). This includes, moving from offshore to nearshore, a steep fore reef, a reef flat, an excavation pit located on the reef flat, and a sloping beach. The elevation of the bottom topography is given with respect to the mean sea level. The offshore bottom elevation is kept at a constant level throughout this study ($z_b = -30 \text{ m}$; $k_{\text{peak}}h < 1.4$) and extended in offshore direction in order to let the model adjust to the boundary conditions. The beach extends from the toe upward to a fictitious elevation of $z_b = 30 \text{ m}$ for all simulations, similar to Pearson et al. (2017), in order to focus on runup as a proxy for overtopping (Matias et al., 2012). Based on Quataert et al. (2015), a distinction is made between the hydrodynamic roughness of the fore reef ($C_f = 0.4$) and reef flat ($C_f = 0.01$) due to characteristic differences in coral reef structure (live/branching coral at the fore reef and deposited/cemented coral sands and fragments on the reef flat and beach). The depth of the excavation pits was set at $z_b = -5 \text{ m}$, based on measurements by Ford et al. (2013). In order to minimize numerical oscillations caused by the steep pit walls, the wall slope was chosen as 5:1 (compared to near-vertical in real cases). The model outputs were stored at specified locations at (1) the offshore boundary, (2) the top of the fore reef slope, (3) the reef crest (transition between fore reef and reef flat), the center of (4) the reef flat or (5) the pit in case of an excavated reef, and (6) the beach-toe (transition between reef flat and beach; see numbers in Figure 1). Additionally, a numerical runup gauge (7) was used in the model to record the vertical oscillation of the moving waterline. A minimum grid size of $\Delta x = 0.25 \text{ m}$ was used to give stable results. For bottom elevations lower than $z_b = -7 \text{ m}$, the grid size gradually increases in size in offshore direction with a factor of 1.15 to a maximum value of $\Delta x = 2 \text{ m}$.

2.3. Varying Input Parameters

A number of parameters were varied to create a large set of artificial reefs with different geometries (Table 1), following the approach of Pearson et al. (2017), Pomeroy, van Dongeren, et al. (2012), and Quataert et al. (2015). The presented parameters were selected based on a sensitivity analysis that assessed the impact of each parameter on reef hydrodynamics and on the effects of excavation pits (Klaver, 2018), as well as on the results of previous research on fringing reef hydrodynamics and wave runup (Pearson et al., 2017; Quataert et al., 2015). Wave runup and subsequent flooding of reef-lined coasts is influenced most by hydrodynamic forcing, fore reef slope, reef width, reef submergence, and beach slope (Pearson et al., 2017; Quataert et al., 2015; Shimozono et al., 2015). The values for these characteristics are in accordance with sources cited in Kolijn (2014) and Quataert et al. (2015). The input variables that were covaried were reef submergence ($h_{\text{reef}}$, range 0.5–2.5 m), fore reef slope ($\alpha_{\text{fore reef}}$, range 0.1–0.5), reef flat width ($W_{\text{reef}}$, range
50–450 m), and beach slope ($\alpha_{\text{beach}}$; range 0.05–0.2). Additionally, Google Earth satellite images of different locations in the Marshall Islands were used to measure and obtain a range of values for pit width ($W_{\text{pit}}$; range 6–57% of reef flat width), and cross-shore location of the pit ($x_{\text{pit}}$; range 30–70% of reef flat width, measured from beach-toe; Klaver, 2018).

At the offshore boundary, the model was forced with a JONSWAP spectrum (Hasselmann et al., 1973). Different wave boundary conditions were used and equal to $H_{s,0} = 2.5$, 5.0 m and $T_{p,0} = 16$ s, representative for swell events in the region with a return period equal to 1 and 50 years, respectively, and equal to $H_{s,0} = 7.5$ and $T_{p,0} = 10$ s, representative for a tropical cyclone event with a return period of 50 years (Table 2; Giardino et al., 2018).

By covarying the input parameters, every possible combination of reef geometry and wave conditions was run, amounting to $n = 3 \cdot ((3 \cdot 5 \cdot 5 \cdot 5 \cdot 5 \cdot 5) + (3 \cdot 5 \cdot 5 \cdot 5)) = 29,250$ simulations in total. This includes $(3 \cdot 5 \cdot 5 \cdot 5 \cdot 5 \cdot 5) = 9,375$ combinations of reef geometries with pit and $(3 \cdot 5 \cdot 5 \cdot 5) = 375$ combinations without. This significantly adds to previous studies by Ford et al. (2013a), whose observations consist of two reef transects, and Yao et al. (2016), who performed a limited amount of numerical simulations (<30) of the same reef.

### 2.4. Processing of Model Output

Variance density spectra at the output locations were obtained by fast Fourier transform of the surface elevation time series with Hann filter and Welch method. The length of these time series was 6 hr, of which the first hour was discarded to remove spin-up effects from the model results. The spectral resolution that was used was $df = \frac{1}{T_{\text{time}}}$ Hz. The number of Welch repetitions was equal to 9. The frequency domain was divided into two: the IG and the SS band, with a split frequency at $f = 0.04$ Hz, based on conventions from previous literature. Significant wave heights were estimated as $H_s = 4 \cdot \sqrt{m_0}$, with $m_0$, the zeroth-order spectral

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reef submergence</td>
<td>$h_{\text{reef}}$</td>
<td>0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fore reef slope</td>
<td>$\alpha_{\text{fore reef}}$</td>
<td>0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reef flat width</td>
<td>$W_{\text{reef}}$</td>
<td>50 150 250 350 450</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beach slope</td>
<td>$\alpha_{\text{beach}}$</td>
<td>0.05 0.125 0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit width</td>
<td>$W_{\text{pit}}$</td>
<td>0 6 19 32 45 57</td>
<td>% $W_{\text{reef}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit cross-shore location</td>
<td>$x_{\text{pit}}$</td>
<td>30 40 50 60 70</td>
<td>% $W_{\text{reef}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
moment calculated over a given frequency band. The 2% wave runup $R_{2\%}$ was used as a proxy for overtopping and potential flooding toward the island (Battjes & Schijf, 1972; Holman, 1986; Matias et al., 2012; Wassing, 1957). $R_{2\%}$ is defined as the threshold level above which the highest 2% wave runup levels are found. The same random boundary forcing time series were reused in each simulation, in order to allow for a direct comparison of the different runs.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Validation of XBnh+ on Reefs With an Excavation Pit (Field Data)

In order to validate XBnh+ for wave transformation on a fringing reef with excavation pit, model results were compared to observations as described in Ford et al. (2013a) during a field study at Majuro Atoll (the Marshall Islands). This is the only data set currently available describing reef hydrodynamics over an excavation pit. Wave transformation over the reef was assessed at two cross-shore transects, approximately 50 m apart. Transect (t1) includes the presence of a pit, while transect (t2) is characterized by a natural reef with no pit (Figures 2c and 2d). Pressure time series were recorded at four locations on the reef.

Measurements of wave heights and water levels were collected during a 24-hr event on 1 July 2011 at bursts of 30 min (Figures 2a–2d). Offshore water levels varied during the observation period between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extreme Event</th>
<th>$H_{s0}$ (m)</th>
<th>$T_{p0}$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/1 year swell</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/50 year swell</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/50 year cyclone</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Wave Input Conditions Simulated in the Model
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Figure 2. Comparison of modeled and observed wave and water level data across the reef. (a and b) The modeled wave transformation across the reef, respectively, at transects t1 and t2, averaged over the observation period, with measured values indicated by the dots. (c and d) The average water-level transformation across the reef at the same transects. Scatterplots of measured and modeled (e) total wave height, (f) SS wave height, (g) IG wave height, and (h) mean setup at the four sensor locations are shown. Measurements were obtained from Ford et al. (2013a).
water level were even more accurate with ±0.01 for total (Figure 2e), SS (Figure 2f), and IG (Figure 2g) significant wave heights. Estimates of mean water level were even more accurate with $R^2 = 0.96$, scatter index $= 0.07$, Rel.Bias $= 0.02$ (Figure 2h). The good fit for the mean water level was however expected, as the (initially unknown) offshore sea level was chosen to maximize the agreement between measured and observed setup on the reef flat. Throughout the duration of the event, average wave-induced setup at sensor 1 (s1) was 0.44 m above mean sea level. A slight overprediction of SS wave height can be observed for the highest waves on the reef flat (corresponding to high water) at sensor 6 (s6; Figure 2f). Wave heights of sensor 3 (s3) have been excluded from the comparison due to errors in the transformation of the recorded pressure signal of this sensor into surface elevation time series. This is possibly caused by inapplicability of linear wave theory at abrupt depth changes (Ford et al., 2013a), which results in an overestimation of significant wave height at (s3) in XBnh+ (Figure 2b). A possible explanation for the differences between simulated and measured wave heights can be that the boundary conditions used to force the model offshore did not include the effect of locally generated wind waves. Furthermore, because of its location, the buoy is likely to be exposed to waves from different directions compared to the nearshore measuring site. The effect of incoming multidirectional waves is not incorporated in the one-dimensional model. Finally, the bathymetry of the fore reef ($x < -130$ m in Figures 2c and 2d) was inferred by Ford et al. (2013a). Both possible inaccuracies in the bathymetric data and offshore wave conditions are found to have a significant impact on nearshore hydrodynamics (Pearson et al., 2017; Quataert et al., 2015).

Despite of the uncertainties in the measured data set, the XBnh+ model is able to reasonably reproduce the observations by Ford et al. (2013a). When comparing the transect with pit (t1) to the transect with no pit (t2), model results show that shoreward of the pit (Figures 2a and 2b; sensors s1 and s5) there is a decrease in IG wave conditions were obtained from an offshore wave buoy located 5 km to the east of the measuring site. In absence of more detailed information on the offshore wave spectrum, a JONSWAP spectrum with a peak enhancement factor ($\gamma$) of 3.3 was used as input boundary condition. Additionally, bottom friction was chosen to vary spatially, in order to account for the difference in hydrodynamic roughness for the live coral at the reef crest ($c_f = 0.4$, $x < -135$ m; Figures 2c and 2d) and relatively smooth reef flat ($c_f = 0.01$, $x > -135$ m).

The model predictions of wave heights and water levels, averaged over the full duration of the simulation, show a good fit with measurements (Figures 2a–2d). Results show that XBnh+ can predict the wave heights across the reef reasonably well (Figures 2e–2g). The coefficient of determination ($R^2$) was estimated equal to 0.73–0.83 at the two transects, the scatter index (Zijlema, 2012) to 0.22–0.26, and the relative bias (Rel.Bias) to ±0.01 for total (Figure 2e), SS (Figure 2f), and IG (Figure 2g) significant wave heights. Estimates of mean water level were even more accurate with $R^2 = 0.96$, scatter index $= 0.07$, Rel.Bias $= 0.02$ (Figure 2h). The good fit for the mean water level was however expected, as the (initially unknown) offshore sea level was chosen to maximize the agreement between measured and observed setup on the reef flat. Throughout the duration of the event, average wave-induced setup at sensor 1 (s1) was 0.44 m above mean sea level. A slight overprediction of SS wave height can be observed for the highest waves on the reef flat (corresponding to high water) at sensor 6 (s6; Figure 2f). Wave heights of sensor 3 (s3) have been excluded from the comparison due to errors in the transformation of the recorded pressure signal of this sensor into surface elevation time series. This is possibly caused by inapplicability of linear wave theory at abrupt depth changes (Ford et al., 2013a), which results in an overestimation of significant wave height at (s3) in XBnh+ (Figure 2b). A possible explanation for the differences between simulated and measured wave heights can be that the boundary conditions used to force the model offshore did not include the effect of locally generated wind waves. Furthermore, because of its location, the buoy is likely to be exposed to waves from different directions compared to the nearshore measuring site. The effect of incoming multidirectional waves is not incorporated in the one-dimensional model. Finally, the bathymetry of the fore reef ($x < -130$ m in Figures 2c and 2d) was inferred by Ford et al. (2013a). Both possible inaccuracies in the bathymetric data and offshore wave conditions are found to have a significant impact on nearshore hydrodynamics (Pearson et al., 2017; Quataert et al., 2015).

Despite of the uncertainties in the measured data set, the XBnh+ model is able to reasonably reproduce the observations by Ford et al. (2013a). When comparing the transect with pit (t1) to the transect with no pit (t2), model results show that shoreward of the pit (Figures 2a and 2b; sensors s1 and s5) there is a decrease in IG wave energy and an increase in SS wave energy. Additionally, there is a slight decrease in mean water level (Figures 2c and 2d).

### 3.2. Wave Transformation Over a Reef Flat With Excavation Pit

The validated model was then used to assess the wave propagation over fringing reefs with pits. In order to explain the impacts that a pit has on nearshore hydrodynamics, results from a first model case are presented in Figure 3. The reef and pit geometry are characterized by $h_{\text{reef}} = 0.5$ m, $W_{\text{reef}} = 150$ m, $\alpha_{\text{fore reef}} = 0.3$, $\alpha_{\text{beach}} = 0.125$, $W_{\text{pit}} = 85.5$ m, and $x_{\text{pit}} = 75$ m. By analyzing incoming and outgoing wave heights at different locations, some relevant nearshore processes can be identified. Incoming and outgoing wave signals were separated using the method described by Guza et al. (1984), which is suitable for shallow water conditions on the reef flat. This method decomposes the time series of the sea surface elevation $\eta(t)$ and the horizontal velocity $u(t)$ into shoreward $PC(t)$ and seaward propagating waves $MC(t)$, by using the following equation:

$$PC(t) = \left( \frac{\eta(t) + \sqrt{g} u(t)}{h} \right) - 0.5 \quad MC(t) = \left( \frac{\eta(t) - \sqrt{g} u(t)}{h} \right) - 0.5$$

where $h$ is the local average water depth and $g$ is the gravitational acceleration. Incoming wave signals with and without the presence of the pit were identical up to the location of the pit (see Figures 3a, 3c, and 3e, with pit located at $x \approx -360$ m). For the unexcavated case, the incoming SS wave height (Figure 3c) decreases over the entire reef flat. This attenuation of incoming SS waves is the result of wave breaking and, to a
lesser extent, bottom friction (Lowe et al., 2005; Monismith et al., 2015; Pearson et al., 2017). The minor role played by bottom friction in the observed dissipation was demonstrated by comparing the model outputs with additional simulations without bottom friction (not shown). The increase in incoming IG wave energy on the outer reef (Figure 3e) suggests that energy transfers from the SS to the IG wave band through triad wave–wave interactions also contribute to the decrease in SS wave energy on the outer reef, which is in agreement with previous studies (Nwogu & Demirbilek, 2010). The process of triad interactions exchanges energy between three interacting wave modes (subharmonics and superharmonics) and occurs in shallow and intermediate water depth (Madsen & Sorensen, 1993). The phase mismatch between the bound and free waves numbers govern the strength of the interactions. This implies that for decreasing water depth, which causes waves to become nondispersive, the process will be enhanced. At the adjacent beach (IG) waves are reflected, which can lead to a standing wave pattern on the reef flat (Cheriton et al., 2016; Gawehn et al., 2016; Pomeroy, van Dongeren, et al., 2012).

For the excavated case, a local decrease in the incoming wave height is observed at the location of the pit (−360 < x < −275 m; Figures 3a, 3c, and 3e), which is mainly the result of deshoaling due to locally increased water depth. Partial reflection of the incoming waves in the offshore direction by the pit also contributes to the decrease in incoming wave height over the reef flat, as demonstrated by the sharp decrease in the total incoming energy flux at the edges of the pit (Figure 3a, green dashed line). Despite the partial reflection associated to the pit, the incoming SS wave height reaching the beach is 28% larger for the

![Figure 3.](image-url) Simulated wave heights (left axis, red) and wave energy fluxes (right axis, green) over a reef with (dashed lines) and without (solid lines) excavation pit, separated into incoming (left subplots) and outgoing (right subplots) signals (Guza et al., 1984). (a and b) The significant wave height and energy fluxes computed over the total frequency domain, (c and d) the SS wave height and energy fluxes, (e and f) the IG wave height and energy fluxes, and (g and h) the bottom topography of both reefs.
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excavated case (Figure 3c; \(x \approx -240\) m). This is mainly due to the decrease in breaking-induced dissipation over the excavated reef. Analyses of the model outputs have indeed showed that the number of breaking waves, identified as the waves for which the breaking module was activated during the XBeach-NH+ runs, decreased by more than 30% over the pit.

Additionally, there is less nonlinear energy transfer from SS to IG waves due to locally increased water depth, which decreases SS forcing over the pit and limits IG wave growth on the reef flat (Figure 3e). This results in a larger dissipation rate of IG wave energy over the pit (Figure 3e, green lines), and therefore lower IG wave energy at the shoreward pit boundary, compared to a reef without pit. There is a significant decrease in wave energy flux at the shoreward pit wall, where IG waves are partially reflected and decrease 23% in height. This is comparable to an analytical reflection coefficient of \(K_r = 0.35\) for IG waves travelling over such a step from deep to shallow water when linear wave theory is assumed (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991).

The net effect on the wave height at the beach depends on the relative importance of these processes. For the case considered here, the presence of the pit leads to larger SS waves at the beach-toe (Figure 3c; \(x = 240\) m), and lower IG wave height (Figure 3e; \(x = 240\) m). The combined effect is a minor increase in incoming total nearshore significant wave height at the beach-toe (Figure 3a; \(x \approx -240\) m) in presence of the pit.

The difference between the outgoing and incoming energy fluxes at the reef crest (\(x \approx -390\) m) can be used to estimate the energy dissipated over the reef flat. As the total incoming energy flux (Figure 3.2a) is the same at \(x = -390\) m for the cases with and without pit, the difference in the outgoing energy flux (Figure 3.2b) between the two cases can be attributed to changes in energy dissipation caused by the presence of the pit. The higher outgoing wave height, and thus outgoing energy flux, that is observed for the reef with pit (Figure 3b) confirms that less energy is dissipated in the entire system in the excavated case. More specifically, there is more wave energy present in the SS band and less in the IG band, compared to an unmodified reef (Figures 3d and 3f).

The same reef was used to assess the impact of pit width (\(W_{\text{pit}} = 6\% , 32\% , 57\%\) of \(W_{\text{reef}}\)) and location (\(x_{\text{pit}} = 30\% , 50\% , 70\%\) of \(W_{\text{reef}}\)) on the shoreward propagating SS and IG waves. Both pit width (Figure 4) and pit location (Figure 5) have significant impact on shoreward propagating SS (a) and IG (b) waves, and a minor impact on mean water levels (c). In this case, wider pits increase the SS wave height and decrease the IG wave height shoreward of the pit (see Figures 4a and 4b for \(x > -270\) m). For wider pits, SS waves dissipate less through depth-induced breaking as they propagate up the fore reef slope and onto the reef flat (Figure 4a). In this process, energy is transferred less to IG wave components (Figure 4b). The combined effects of partial wave transmission (through partial wave reflection) at the shoreward pit wall and decreased wave breaking and wave energy transfer over the pit can result in either an increase (blue line) or a decrease (red line) in SS wave energy. Additionally, there is a decrease in mean water level shoreward of the pit in the order of a few percent. The variations in radiation stresses caused by wave breaking result in wave-induced setup. These variations change due to less wave breaking caused by the presence of a pit, resulting in a lower mean water level compared to an unexcavated reef. This effect is amplified by an increase in width of the pit.

Similarly, a pit located closer to the reef crest increase the SS wave height and decrease the IG wave height shoreward of the pit (see Figures 5a and 5b for \(x > -260\) m). These results suggest that the location of the seaward pit edge and the pit width control the relative importance of SS and IG wave heights at the shore. For the more seaward locations of the pit edge, the SS wave breaking stops earlier, conserving more of the SS wave energy which is then higher at the beach (Figure 5a, blue line). Conversely, the IG wave generation also stops earlier, resulting in lower IG waves at the shore (Figure 5b, blue line). However, for pit locations located well away from the reef edge, IG wave heights saturate before the pit edge (Figure 5b, green and red lines) and the more seaward pit locations have little effect on IG wave height at the beach. Both the variation of pit width and pit cross-shore location provide significant insights on the impacts of a pit. However, as suggested by Yao et al. (2016), the effects of pits on nearshore wave hydrodynamics are too case-dependent to formulate any generalized impacts based on the simulation of a single reef.

### 3.3. Impact on Variance Density Spectra and Wave Heights at the Beach-Toe

In order to assess the general impact that excavation pits can have on nearshore wave height, the outputs at the beach-toe of the full XBnh+ data set (\(n = 28,125\) runs) are presented and discussed here, by directly
comparing identical reefs with and without an excavation pit. The variance density spectra of each output location of all the simulations in the data set are determined as discussed in section 2.4. The average of all variance density spectra at each model output location is used to generalize the data set. On average, nearshore wave energy at the beach‐toe is dominated by IG frequencies (Figure 6a). Additionally, smaller peaks are located around the offshore peak forcing frequencies ($f \approx 0.06$ Hz, $f \approx 0.1$ Hz). As was observed by Ford et al. (2013a), the effect of an excavation pit changes for different wave frequencies. On average, a reef with pit experiences a large decrease in wave energy in the IG band (see Figure 6b), compared to an identical reef without pit. Moreover, the pit causes an average increase in variance around the offshore peak frequencies, hereafter referred to as the SS peak band ($0.04 < f < 0.125$ Hz). Higher wave frequencies in the SS band ($f > 0.125$ Hz), hereafter referred to as the SS tail, experience a decrease on average. The majority (96%) of the modeled reefs shows a decrease in total wave energy due to the presence of a pit (see Figure 6c). Averaged over all simulations, a pit causes a decrease of 8.5% in total wave height at the beach‐toe, a decrease of 2.5% in SS wave height (which consists of an average increase of 1.5% for the SS peak and a decrease of 7.1% for the SS tail), and a decrease of 11.5% in IG wave height. However, a significant spread is observed in the modeling results. When excluding outliers, changes in SS wave height range between $-26\%$ and $+ 20\%$, changes in IG wave height between $-30\%$ and $+ 8\%$, and changes in total wave height between $-19\%$ and $+ 3\%$. Moreover, in nearly all cases (96%) there is a decrease in mean water level shoreward of the excavation (average decrease of 1.5% and

Figure 4. Transformation of shoreward propagating (a) SS and (b) IG waves, (c) mean water levels, and (d) bed levels, for reefs with a narrow (red), medium (green), and wide (blue) pit, compared to a reef without pit (black dotted line).
a range between $-5\%$ and $+1\%$). The impacts of a pit on the SS and IG bands are further elaborated in the two following subsections.

3.4. Impacts of Pits on Wave Runup

In this section the general impacts of excavation pits on wave runup are assessed, as this is a typical indicator of potential wave-induced flooding. The output of the runup gauge in the XBnh+ model was used to compute the $R_2\%$ for each simulation. The average effect of an excavation pit is to cause a decrease in runup of approximately 3.6%, with a large spread ranging between $-23\%$ and $+13\%$ (Figure 7a). However, there is a distinctive generic effect, as the majority of all modeled reefs experience a decrease in runup due to the presence of a reef flat excavation ($\sim 87\%$ of all cases). The results indicate that for an increased severity of wave conditions (i.e., larger and longer waves), the excavation pit has a more substantial impact on decreases in IG wave height. Moreover, the percentage of simulations with an increased runup due to the presence of the pit decreases as well. An explanation for the change in runup due to the presence of the pit can be found by comparing the mean change in variance density of the waterline for reefs that experienced an increase and decrease in runup. The average decrease in runup is caused by less IG wave energy present in the runup signal, which is an important factor that influences wave runup on the beach. Reefs with an increase in runup due to the presence of the pit generally have higher increases in variance around the SS peak in the runup signal, compared to reefs that experience a decrease in runup (see Figure 7b). Moreover,
there is a lower/larger decrease in IG/SS tail variance, respectively, for reefs with increased runup, compared to reefs with decreased runup. The increased SS peak can be explained by changes in wave dissipation and (triad) wave–wave interaction, which also causes the further decrease in wave energy in the SS tail band. The changes in SS tail energy at the waterline are expected to be of minor influence on the wave runup, compared to changes in wave energy in the IG and SS peak bands.

Regarding the different modeling parameters, the results show that an increase in severity of extreme swell or storms will decrease the probability of an increase in runup ($P(R_2 \%_{pit} > R_2 \%_{no \, pit})$; Figure 8a). For an increase in beach steepness (Figure 8b) there will be an increased probability of higher wave runup. An increase in reef submergence (Figure 8c) causes an increase in wave runup to become less probable. For larger reef width, there is a slight increase in probability of an increase in runup (Figure 8d). A steeper fore reef slope results in a lower probability of an increase in runup due to the presence of a pit (Figure 8e). For pit geometry, increasing pit width and cross-shore distance from the reef crest both lead to a larger probability of an increase in runup (Figures 8f and 8g).

4. Discussion

For clarity, discussion points have been grouped under four main topics. In particular, to get a better understanding of the effects that pits may have on: SS wave energy, IG wave energy, wave runup, and other possible coastal management implications.

4.1. Impact on SS Wave Energy

The data set derived from the XBnh+ simulations shows that a large spread in results may be expected in terms of possible impacts of excavation pits on nearshore hydrodynamics and wave heights. However, the mean changes in nearshore wave heights related to the presence of the pit can be related to three main nearshore hydrodynamic processes: wave transmission, wave dissipation (mainly through wave breaking), and (triad) wave–wave interaction.
Partial wave transmission over the pit, similar to the findings of Lee and Ayer (1981), causes a decrease in SS wave height at the beach-toe, which is observed in the majority (68%) of all cases. Additionally, variations in the change in SS wave height due to the presence of the pit are the result of decreased wave dissipation and (triad) wave–wave interaction, which both cause an increase in SS peak wave height at the beach-toe. Due to decreased nonlinearity associated with larger water depths (i.e., when a pit is present), both wave breaking and wave–wave interaction decrease (Young & van Vledder, 1993). This decrease in wave dissipation due to the presence of the pit causes an increase in wave energy in the entire SS band. Additionally, due to less energy transfer from the SS peak to SS tail through triad nonlinear wave–wave interactions, there is increased wave energy in the SS peak band and decreased wave energy in the SS tail band. For increasing pit width, relative to the reef flat width, SS wave height also increases compared to narrow pits (Figures 9a and 9b), which generalizes findings from Yao et al. (2016). Wider pits result in larger wave heights in both the SS peak and SS tail bands compared to narrow pits, mainly due to less wave breaking and to a lesser extent due to lower transfer of wave energy from the SS to the IG band. Wave heights in the SS peak band are however more highly affected by changes in pit width than wave heights in the SS tail. This may be related to a combination of changes in wave dissipation and (triad) wave–wave interactions. This is also supported by the change in mean variance at the waterline, where wider pits cause a larger increase/decrease in variance in the SS peak/tail bands, respectively, which implies changes in wave dissipation and (triad) wave–wave interaction (Figure 9c).
4.2. Impact on IG Wave Energy

Nearly all simulated reefs (98%) showed a decrease in IG wave energy at the beach-toe. Ford et al. (2013) discussed that a possible explanation for the observed decrease in IG wave energy may be a disruption of the quasi-standing wave pattern of IG waves caused by the presence of the pit. Yao et al. (2016) further argued that this decrease may be caused by a modification of the one-quarter and three-quarter wavelength IG standing modes, when considering an ideal open basin. This could suggest that there is an alteration of the natural frequencies of the reef due to the modification of the reef flat. In the modeled data set there is a significant correlation ($R^2=0.62$; Figure 10c) between the change in IG wave height and the change in wave height around the lowest natural frequency of the reef ($H_{s,n,0}$). The latter is estimated by integrating the variance density spectrum from $f = 0.9 \cdot f_{n,0}$ to $f = 1.1 \cdot f_{n,0}$, where $f_{n,0} = (1 + 0) \cdot 4 \cdot \sqrt{gh/W_{\text{reef}}}$.
An alternative explanation may be that waves propagating over a relatively deep trench (i.e., pit) on a horizontal bed (i.e., reef flat) decrease in height due to partial transmission (Lee & Ayer, 1981). The majority (96%) of all simulations shows a transmission coefficient of IG waves, defined as the incoming IG wave height at the leeside of the pit divided by the incoming IG wave height at the same location for an identical reef without pit, lower than 1 (see Figures 10a and 10b). Averaged over the total data set this transmission coefficient is equal to 0.89, slightly larger than values found for small-amplitude regular waves in lab conditions (Lee & Ayer, 1981). Similar to the results of both Kirby and Dalrymple (1983) and Lee and Ayer (1981), the width of the excavation pit has a strong impact on the transmission of IG waves (see Figure 10b).

Also, for larger distance from beach-toe to the center of the pit ($x_{pit}$, given as percentage of reef flat width), the IG transmission decreases (Figure 10a). This is most likely caused by less IG wave generation through nonlinear energy transfer at the surf zone on the outer reef flat and could explain the lower probability of an increase in runup for these pits (Henderson et al., 2006). A negative correlation between the change in SS wave height and the change in IG wave height over the reef flat ($R = -0.58$) suggests that there is significant wave energy transfer between these two frequency bands. Payo and Muñoz-Perez (2013) argued that the decrease in IG wave energy caused by the presence of the pit could be due to lower energy transfer from the SS band, associated with less wave breaking. This change in energy transfer could also be an explanation for larger decreases in IG wave energy associated with wider pits.

Both the width and cross-shore location of the pit are found to have a significant impact on the IG wave height at the beach-toe, through a combination of partial wave transmission, changes in wave energy transfer, and a disruption of a quasi-standing wave pattern.

### 4.3. Impact on Wave Runup

Due to IG dominance at the beach-toe, the total wave height decreases for the majority of all modeled reefs (96%). Because of this, the impact of a pit is to decrease the wave runup in most cases (87%). The remainder of the cases (13%) experienced an increase in runup, which was most likely due to higher levels of wave energy in the SS peak band. This increase in SS peak wave energy could be caused by changes in wave dissipation and (triad) wave–wave interaction due to the presence of the pit. The probability of an increase in wave runup due to the presence of a pit is therefore low. However, it is generally increased for pits that are located closer to the beach-toe or that have a large width compared to the reef flat width. As discussed in section 3.2, wider pits have an increased impact on the change in wave dissipation and wave energy transfer mechanisms (Figure 4) that can lead to an increase in runup. Similarly, pits that are located closer to the beach-toe will have a lower impact on the change in wave energy transfer to the IG band (Figure 5), which can cause higher runup. For identical pit width, an increase in reef flat width will decrease the probability of an increase in runup. Additionally, increased reef submergence (e.g., caused by sea level rise) decreases the

---

**Figure 10.** (a and b) Box plots of transmission coefficients of incoming IG wave height, as a function of the cross-shore location and width of the pit. High values of $x_{pit}$ indicate a location relatively closer to the reef crest. (c) Density scatterplot showing the relative change in IG wave height for the case with and without pit, as a function of the relative change in wave height around the lowest natural frequency of the reef ($f_{0,0}$). Density of plotted data increases from grey (outliers) to red (bulk of plotted data).
probability of an increase in runup, because the impact of a pit on wave propagation over a reef flat with relatively deeper water is significantly smaller. Similarly, for increased wave height, and thus increased severity of wave conditions (e.g., extreme swell and tropical cyclones), the impact of bottom topography on nearshore hydrodynamics monotonically decreases, and will thus result in lower probabilities of increases in runup. Variations in incoming peak wave period do not significantly impact this. Additionally, varying beach slope significantly influences the impact that pits have on wave runup, as the possibility of an increase in runup, caused by increased SS peak wave energy, decreases due to SS wave dissipation on gentle slopes. Steep fore reef slopes also decrease this probability compared to gentle fore reef slopes, because they lead to larger IG dominance on the reef flat, which, combined with the decrease in IG wave energy due to the presence of a pit, are the main cause for a decrease in runup.

4.4. Coastal Management Implications

The anthropogenic pressure and need for aggregate material for coastal protection works and other infrastructure projects in small island states, already very high in the present situation, is likely to increase in the future due to impact of sea level rise and possible socioeconomic developments. As pointed out by Ford et al. (2013a, 2013b), and Payo and Muñoz-Perez (2013), a strategy should be adopted to address this, as reef flat mining is expected to continue due to the high costs associated with importing concrete armor units or stones from other countries. This study has shed light on the possible effects that excavation pits may have on nearshore hydrodynamics. Excavation pits may however lead to additional side effects which have not been considered as part of this research, as, for example, on sediment transport patterns and coastal ecosystems.

Although at most simulated cases pits lead to a decrease in wave runup, which was used in this study as a proxy for island flooding, under specific conditions mining pits may also lead to an increase in wave runup. The study has pointed out which parameters and pit designs could be implemented to reduce the negative impact of these pits on wave runup (e.g., narrower pits, pits further from the shorelines, or pits built where reef submergence is larger). The potential effect of pits on sediment transport pattern is another aspect which must be considered with care, especially at locations that are characterized by a sandy shoreline and/or where alongshore sediment transport of loose material is present. At these locations, mining pits could intercept the transport of sediments, leading to a recession of the adjacent shoreline. Additionally, onshore directed sediment transport may be blocked similarly and cause natural accretion rates of the island to decrease locally (Woodroffe, 2008).

These discussions should encourage policy makers and coastal managers to exert caution when opting for the mining of new pits in proximity of urbanized and environmentally sensitive areas. Alternative (and more sustainable) options should be considered specifically at these islands (e.g., importing materials from other islands, use of material from nonurbanized islands, use of concrete units instead of mined material). Additional caution should be taken in view of the large spreading in results depending on the local island and wave conditions, which make some of these results dependent on specific event or site conditions and therefore not easily translatable to other islands.

5. Conclusions

This study elucidates the impacts that reef flat excavation pits may have on nearshore hydrodynamics and wave runup on shorelines of coral fringing reef islands during extreme wave events. After validation on a limited data set of field observations and a data set of lab observations, the wave-resolving model XBnh+ was used to simulate 28,250 possible scenarios with and without pit on a cross-shore transect of a fringing reef.

Variations in the geomorphology and dimensions and location of the mining pits cause a large spread in the nearshore hydrodynamic response. In general—but not in all cases—reef mining pits cause a decrease in IG wave energy, through a combination of partial wave reflection and a disruption of the quasi-standing wave pattern of IG waves. On average, the SS wave energy also decreases due to the partial reflection of waves. However, an increase in SS peak wave energy and a decrease in SS tail wave energy were observed, caused by less wave dissipation and (triad) wave-wave interaction on the reef flat.
This nearshore response has a significant impact on wave runup on the beach. An increase in runup was observed for 13% of all simulations, which suggests that the potential hazards of reef flat excavating related to coastal flooding could be limited. An increase in runup due to the presence of the pit is caused by larger waves around the offshore peak frequency, compared to reefs that experienced a decrease in runup. Reefs characterized by a large submergence, relatively steep fore reef slope, gentle beach slope, or a large width, have lower chances of an increase in wave runup. Similarly, narrow pits and pits located closer to the reef crest are least likely to cause an increase in runup, and could be considered as options to reduce the impact on wave runup.

Finally, one of the major limitations to this study is the lack of comprehensive and reliable measured data in case of fringing reefs with mining pits. As the need of aggregates on atoll islands is increasing due to socio-economic changes and sea level rise, and mining is becoming a common practice to address these issues, it is highly recommended that a comprehensive monitoring campaign will be carried out to further validate and extend the findings of this research.
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